WebStorm 134.1361 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEA-120750 (Feature)

Fold single-statement methods into one line

IDEA-116542 (Usability
Problem)

IDE Fatal Errors dialog: cannot reduce its size in case of long message

WEB-11069 (Task)

unexpected vertical scrollbar in Bower integration

IDEA-120629 (Bug)

PluginManager doesn't handle dependencies for plugins specified with idea.load.plugins.id
system property.

IDEA-110268 (Bug)

Lossy encoding: false positive for separated 0A/0D as UTF-8

WEB-10967 (Bug)

WebStorm EAP 8: Throws exception when commenting out HTML containing AngularJS bindings

WEB-10964 (Bug)

WebStorm 8 EAP suggests wrong old settings directory on 1st start

WEB-10960 (Bug)

Good code red: replace pattern

IDEA-120941 (Bug)

Stack overflow error from VFS

IDEA-117794 (Bug)

& nbsp; in the message shown in "magnifier" view

IDEA-117734 (Bug)

Clipboard history no longer works by num hotkeys

IDEA-120665 (Bug)

Custom file type identifiers should include underscores

IDEA-121338 (Bug)

Multiple Carets: Menu items for multiple cursors are empty

WEB-11002 (Bug)

require("") breaks JavaScript Libraries

IDEA-120481 (Bug)

Ctrl+Alt+F7 cannot find usages in Selection

WEB-10683 (Exception)

Throwable at com.intellij.openapi.util.IconLoader.getIcon

CSS
WEB-10820 (Usability
Problem)

Break CSS "Missing/Redundant" into two separate inspections

WEB-8342 (Bug)

incorrect css inspection: invalid value: should be integer

CoffeeScript
WEB-10817 (Bug)

coffeescript parser finds error in valid syntax

WEB-10878 (Bug)

CoffeeScript: Red code: RegExp inside interpolation

Console
IDEA-120911 (Usability
Problem)

follow link by keyboard

Dart
WEB-9948 (Feature)

Dart: highlight deprecated functions in Editor

WEB-10227 (Feature)

Make Dart plugin compatible with IntelliJ IDEA 13 Community Edition

WEB-10460 (Bug)

Dartium browser startup options

WEB-10626 (Bug)

Dart: Cannot navigate to other classes

WEB-10427 (Bug)

Ask for Dartium location if it is not found in the standard place

WEB-7752 (Bug)

No Dart SDK support for Java projects

WEB-10523 (Bug)

Generator for getter add parens in Dart

WEB-9953 (Bug)

Dart: types completion is broken in some cases

Debugger
IDEA-109979 (Feature)

The ability to set breakpoints in the breakpoints edit window

IDEA-121294 (Usability
Problem)

Toggling breakpoint with a mouse causes unfolding of a section

IDEA-120904 (Bug)

Debugger UI: watch variable text field is shown when debug tool window is hidden

IDEA-81276 (Bug)

Show the current program execution point does not bring hidden windows to front

IDEA-120680 (Bug)

Breakpoints are not shown until indexing finished after IDE start

IDEA-46403 (Bug)

Breakpoint on an empty line

Diff_Merge
IDEA-120993 (Bug)

Git commit dialog shows incorrect diff

IDEA-121050 (Bug)

Incorrect hint

IDEA-95011 (Bug)

Diff file size limit exception handled poorly

Editor. Code
Completion
IDEA-120976 (Cosmetics)

'Complete' work is mentioned 3 times in a simple sentence

IDEA-121138 (Bug)

Tab completion does not work in autopopup

Editor. Editing Text
IDEA-121057 (Usability
Problem)

Multiple Carets: Alt-N works in "whole word" mode if the whole word is initially selected

IDEA-120719 (Usability
Problem)

Accessors folding is not always desirable

IDEA-121182 (Bug)

Plain text autodetection isn't rerun on file content change

IDEA-117902 (Bug)

Commit message wrapping behaves strangely

IDEA-116706 (Bug)

Unselect word at caret doesn't work reversing through lambdarized anonymous class

IDEA-121099 (Bug)

Ctrl + Shift + Arrows doesn't work with multiply cursors

IDEA-121283 (Bug)

Multiple Carets: Alt-J keyboard shortcut should be changed for Mac

IDEA-121011 (Exception)

assertion at DataManagerImpl.java:344

File System
IDEA-121307 (Bug)

Cannot create new file

File Watchers
WEB-7909 (Feature)

TypeScript: "Mark as compile target"

WEB-10915 (Bug)

Limit on command for File Watchers?

Find, Replace, Find
Usages
IDEA-120726 (Cosmetics)

Double "Press" word in hint when Find Usages

IDEA-119615 (Cosmetics)

Find in path mixes "occurrences" and "usages" terminology

IDEA-119606 (Bug)

Find in Path settings icon has issues

IDEA-120542 (Bug)

"Find Usages" uses scope of last "Find in Path"

IDEA-114244 (Bug)

Find in path tooltip wrongly parses HTML entities

IDEA-120648 (Bug)

'Whole words only' option works incorrectly in 'Find in Path'

IDEA-83657 (Bug)

Can't find text in files under .idea

HTML
WEB-10916 (Performance
Problem)

Heavy memory usage to the point of crashing

IDE Configuration
IDEA-120625 (Bug)

Save file as template

JavaScript
WEB-10214 (Feature)

Support referencing a type in JSDoc comments

WEB-8139 (Feature)

Please add JSDoc 3 @callback support

WEB-11050 (Bug)

Project-level javascript libraries in IDEA

WEB-10898 (Bug)

properties merged into object using $.extend() not suggested by completion when object
instance is used as second argument

WEB-10585 (Bug)

Move statement up in JSON/JavaScript literal: Bad comma treatment

WEB-10108 (Bug)

WebStorm hangs on Replace All in javascript file

WEB-11073 (Bug)

Resolve window properties from reference with qualifier of unknown type

WEB-10933 (Bug)

jQuery wildcard inside :not() reported as error ("unexpected token")

WEB-10562 (Bug)

Inside of a JSON files can't edit injected lang ex. html.

WEB-10932 (Bug)

Create a predefined library for ES6 types

WEB-10314 (Bug)

JavaScript autocomplete problem: clicking space immediately inserts autocompleted value

WEB-10917 (Bug)

Module property not resolved when using relative path in require()

WEB-11094 (Bug)

Regular hangs in 13.1.01 64bit using Node + SCSS project

WEB-9447 (Bug)

JSDoc: 'Argument type not assignable to param type' when using parameters with properties

WEB-10139 (Bug)

Autoscroll from source not working on JSON structure view

WEB-10035 (Bug)

Module function is not resolved

JavaScript.
Formatter
WEB-884 (Feature)

Javascript Code Style Request: multi-line var declaration alignment

JavaScript.
Frameworks
WEB-10654 (Feature)

AngularJS: Support for angular-ui-router

WEB-11111 (Bug)

AngularJS: some directives are not recognized as allowed

WEB-11152 (Bug)

AngularJS: Parsing failure

WEB-10982 (Bug)

AngularJS: directives with ':' not allowed.

WEB-10986 (Bug)

AngularJS: img tag with ng-src

WEB-10979 (Bug)

AngularJS: data- prefix is not working for directives

WEB-10981 (Bug)

AngularJS: ngro : define an otherwise condition : missing {

WEB-10984 (Bug)

AngularJS: Expressions in inline styles are shown as errors

JavaScript.
Inspections
WEB-11077 (Bug)

Javascript function metrics don't work for function expressions

WEB-10607 (Bug)

Wrong Javascript inspection warning: "Variable might not have been initialized"

Language Injection
IDEA-114386 (Bug)

Width of Inject Language options

Node.js
WEB-10955 (Cosmetics)

provide icon for 'Node.js and NPM' action

WEB-11147 (Bug)

NPM: Upgrade is disabled for package that was selected before it's version was fetched

Run | Debug
configuration
IDEA-76185 (Bug)

Macro: $SelectionStartColumn$ and $SelectionEndColumn$ external tools macros count tabs as
expanded spaces

SASS
WEB-11042 (Bug)

Incorrect syntax error in SCSS when using interpolation, dashes, and numbers inside a mixin

Task Management
IDEA-121192 (Bug)

Task management: JIRA: Search: order by clause causes errors in Open Task

IDEA-121077 (Bug)

Tasks: JIRA: error in query composition on typing search criteria in Open Task

IDEA-121074 (Bug)

Settings / Tasks / Servers: JIRA: search field turns disabled after typing a char

TextMate Bundles
RUBY-14933 (Task)

IR Black theme for TextMate Theme in WebStorm

TypeScript
WEB-7445 (Feature)

Leverage TypeScript's 0.9 pull-based type checking

WEB-10599 (Usability
Problem)

Typing space after : in TypeScript declaration inserts first (auto) suggested variant

WEB-11028 (Bug)

Typescript: Assigned expression string is not assignable to type string

WEB-11027 (Bug)

hasOwnProperty not resolved on interface instance

WEB-10887 (Bug)

TypeScript: unexpected error occured when Import clause with immediate export

WEB-10594 (Bug)

TypeScript constructor type shows as type error with valid signature

WEB-10792 (Bug)

[Good code bad] arguments.length in function expression unresolved

WEB-11108 (Bug)

Unexpected code completion in doc comments

WEB-10991 (Bug)

Local variable is colored as global

WEB-11003 (Bug)

false positive: Argument type <class> is not assignable to parameter type <interface>

WEB-11005 (Bug)

Interface is not colored if declared in other file

WEB-11038 (Bug)

Error while working with class in same name namespace

Unit Tests
WEB-11010 (Bug)

Cucumber-js: escape RegExp special characters on creating step definition

WEB-11067 (Bug)

Karma Plugin broken because of missing intellijCli Node module

WEB-10159 (Bug)

Poor Mocha configuration possibilities

WEB-11093 (Bug)

Code Coverage not picked up for karma in WebStorm 8 EAP

WEB-11007 (Bug)

Cucumber-js: correctly create expression for step definition

WEB-11008 (Bug)

Cucumber-js: correctly create And and But step definitions

WEB-11009 (Bug)

Cucumber-js: correctly create star steps definitions

User Interface
IDEA-98635 (Usability
Problem)

Image Viewer: The resource image viewer should not blur image data.

IDEA-96651 (Usability
Problem)

"Alphabetical order for tabs is ON" warning

IDEA-120304 (Usability
Problem)

Exception reporter has no soft wraps and no horizontal scrollbar

IDEA-96348 (Bug)

Export to HTML suggest weird path

IDEA-121261 (Bug)

Mac message dialog locks ui in case of multiple modal dialogs

IDEA-121220 (Bug)

Focus remains on Document tabs instead of Editor area when tabs switching

IDEA-91530 (Bug)

Tab highlighting error when sorted alphabetically

IDEA-120631 (Exception)

SOE through UsageViewTreeCellRenderer.isRowVisible() on showing Find Usages results

Version Control
IDEA-119215 (Usability
Problem)

Git: Log: Filter by User: me doesn't work in multi-user filter

IDEA-115442 (Cosmetics)

Empty lines appear in the log when filtering by branch

Version Control.
Mercurial
IDEA-120663 (Usability
Problem)

Log and History broken for mercurial 2.9

IDEA-100495 (Usability
Problem)

Ignoring invalid hg configuration

i18n
IDEA-2870 (Bug)

Resource Bundle Editor behaves strangely for "_" separator

spy-js
WEB-11021 (Feature)

Spy-js: provide possibility to Mute file from the Stack panel

WEB-10452 (Feature)

Spy-js: UI: provide Events filter

WEB-10453 (Feature)

Spy-js: UI: provide Mapper filter

WEB-10973 (Feature)

Spy-js: add event tree document node context action to remove all its events

WEB-10975 (Feature)

Spy-js: apply UI configured exclusions in instrumenter/tracer (eg stop instrumenting and tracing
configured files)

WEB-10974 (Feature)

Spy-js: add Jump to Caller context action to stack nodes to open the function caller exact
location

WEB-11035 (Feature)

Spy-js: provide "Close all trace file(s)" action on toolbar

WEB-11020 (Usability
Problem)

Spy-js: Events: move "Remove all" action from context menu on toolbar

WEB-11022 (Usability
Problem)

Spy-js: Stack: provide info message when all functions are muted

WEB-10976 (Usability
Problem)

Spy-js: display "Loading..." text in the stack panel when loading large events

WEB-10801 (Bug)

Spy-js: color settings should be applied immediately

WEB-11161 (Bug)

SpyJS "Jump to Source" not working

WEB-10971 (Bug)

Spy-js: Exclusions: long Condition should not hide toolbar from the view

WEB-11156 (Bug)

Spy-js: hide exception for the worker error

WEB-11084 (Bug)

Spy-js: "Jump to Caller" should always provide selection

WEB-11136 (Bug)

Spy-js: avoid problems with encoding while tracing

WEB-11034 (Exception)

Spy-js: Exclusions: IAE on creation several empty-named exclusions

